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Flat three rooms 65m2, Św. Rocha, Slocina

Price

535 000 zł
8 629 zł/m2

RZESZÓW
ul. św. Rocha

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

62.00 m2 3 1 1 parter

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Garden

 

Office Real Estate MINT Property is pleased to present
a unique suite at Św. Rocha in Rzeszow in a
residential area Słocina. The apartment measures 62m2
and is located on the ground floor of a three-storey
building. The big advantage of this apartment is a
large terrace with an area of 40m2. The property
consists of: - Spacious living room, - A modern
kitchen, fully equipped (fridge, freezer, dishwasher,
microwave, coffee maker, wine cooler) - Bedroom, -
Dining room, - Lazenki with toilet and shower, - Hall.
The apartment also a parking space in the underground
garage! The apartment has been decorated and furnished
to a high standard, it has been designed by an
interior designer (most furniture imported from
abroad). The apartment is installed LED lighting. The
subdued colors of the facade, enriched with decorative
elements, among others, aluminum facades and cladding
imitating wood gives the place an exclusive character.
The entire complex will be radiated warmth and
elegance. For a sense of security apartment is
equipped with an alarm. This apartment is ideal for
people who appreciate space, peace and high standard
of the apartment. The location of the building
provides quick and convenient access to any place in
Rzeszow. Land use - The area around the building in a
landscaped green, - Playground in the area of green
mainstream, - Arrivals, sidewalks, driveways -
concrete blocks, - Walling field - hollow concrete
facade double-shelled, railings field, - Place for
waste collection - the world located outside the
building, - Illumination of the area. Location of
Housing will ensure peace and respite from the hustle
and bustle, while allowing fast access to major
thoroughfares Rzeszow. The rental price is 5000 PLN!
We invite you to cooperate with our office! Agent

Dane agenta:
Szymon Kamiński

794143794 szymon.kaminski@mintproperty.pl


